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FreshBlood is a non-profit organization with the mission to
support healthcare innovation and startups in Romania through
projects and partnerships. Since 2018 FreshBlood is representing
EIT Health in Romania as a Regional Innovation Scheme Hub
(www.freshblood.ro)

Activize is a company focused on startup scouting, ecosystem
mapping and acceleration programs. We aim to monitor and gather
information about the startup ecosystems in Eastern Europe and
deliver it to stakeholders in a meaningful and useful way
(www.activize.tech)

Microsoft for Startups Founders Hub is a digital ecosystem removing barriers to building a company with free access to technology,
coaching, and support for founders in any stage of development. Let us accelerate your startup journey from idea-to-exit 
 (www.startups.microsoft.com)

EIT Health is a network of best-in-class health innovators with approximately 150 partners and is supported by the European Institute of
Innovation and Technology (EIT), a body of the European Union. As Europeans tackle the challenge of increasing chronic diseases and multi-
morbidity and seek to realise the opportunities that technology offers to move beyond conventional approaches to treatment, prevention, and
healthy lifestyles, we need thought leaders, innovators, and efficient ways to bring innovative healthcare solutions to market. EIT Health
addresses these needs. We connect all relevant healthcare players across European borders – making sure to include all sides of the
“knowledge triangle” so that innovation can happen at the intersection of research, education, and business for the benefit of citizens. The
InnoStars cluster is one of the seven geographical areas of EIT Health. It covers half of Europe, including Poland, Hungary, Italy, and Portugal,
as well as additional regions included in the EIT Regional Innovation Scheme– the Baltic States, Croatia, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Slovenia,
Greece, and Romania. This is a group of countries qualified by the European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) as moderate innovators
(www.eithealth.eu)

http://activize.tech/
https://freshblood.ro/
https://www.microsoft.com/ro-ro/
http://freshblood.ro/
https://eithealth.eu/
https://eithealth.eu/project/regional-innovation-scheme-ris/
http://www.activize.tech/
http://freshblood.ro/
http://freshblood.ro/
http://freshblood.ro/
http://www.eithealth.eu/
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Introduction Words
Quality and quantity, 5 years later...

It was the summer of 2016 when the idea of FreshBlood HealthTech as a
supporter of healthtech startups appeared in a few discussions around
tables in Cluj-Napoca. People with mixed backgrounds and a certain level
of dissatisfaction agreed that maybe something could be done. In
January 2017 we started to organize regular events,  in order to see
whether there was enough interest among the people in the IT and
medical worlds. There was, and good things happened ever since. 

The first people that came towards us were the IT people that had
started projects with a healthcare focus and had difficulties
understanding why the people in the healthcare field were not seeing the
obvious value the projects were bringing to their activity. 

At the same time, we learned through the courses and bootcamps
provided by EITHealth (to which many people in the ecosystem
participated) what are the options and the challenges for an idea or for a
project that aims to improve healthcare.  

Obviously, most revolutionary ideas would have had a very little chance
to come from the healthcare system, since their decisions to change
remain difficult and progress incredibly slow.

Many things have happened since, with offline and online hackathons,
meetups organized, teams being accelerated in Romania and in Europe,
and more and more startups getting funded and having paying
customers.

At the same time, we saw growing support from outside for the Romanian
Healthcare Innovation Ecosystem with EIT Health, Bodnar Foundation, and
a few others getting involved so far. and the Romanian healthcare startups
and healthcare innovation teams begin to be visible at European level as
well.

When I was in the corporate world we were saying many times that both
quantity and quality are needed to see the results, and the HealthTech
Startup Map of Romania will allow you to evaluate the increase in quantity
(70 selected healthcare startups and their progress), while the funding
(more than 8 million euro in 2020-2021) is showing the increase in quality
(when you get money from the investors or from clients it gets serious).

We commit to doing the update at the end of every year and to report for
you the evolution of the ecosystem.

Now FreshBlood HealthTech is assuming the challenging position of
Healthcare Innovation Supporter in Romania and Eastern Europe,
partnering with all organizations that share its vision.

People, projects, partnerships remain our mantra and we are always open
to your contribution.

Ion-Gheorghe Petrovai
Cluj-Napoca, Transylvania, Romania, Europe
December 6th, 2021
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The Romanian HealthTech Ecosystem
HealthTech remains a relatively new field in general, probably because
other sectors had lower hanging fruits to pick and because despite the
high rewards healthcare startup development remains risky and time-
consuming. It can take 5 to 10 years sometimes to see some results and
in this context innovators need longer-term commitments and an
ecosystem that is open to their proposals. Or a crisis! Covid-19 did a lot
of harm in our life but provided the incentive to the healthcare
stakeholders to move in innovative healthcare solutions ( and especially
telemedicine) implementation beyond just considering and maybe
piloting. 

HealthTech in Romania begins to be more and more visible, and the
Romanian healthtech startups begin to actually build solutions that solve
real problems, win grants and obtain funding and some of them even
begin to have paying customers. The obstacles that the healthcare
startups encounter in Romania are not only the short term investor
perspective, but also the skepticism present in the healthcare system.

We have split the list in 5 categories, which might be quite different from
other similar lists that you can find in other ecosystems or in
international reports. We believe that the value of a startup is given by
the paying customer and this can be the individual, the patient, the
healthcare professional, and the healthcare institution. 

We put telemedicine at the base of our map because it is both the easier
to understand technological innovation in healthcare (even if its
implementation can exceed other projects in complexity) as well as
provides a platform that can open opportunities for other healthcare
innovations. 

We are constantly scouting for the new projects or people that win
hackathons or student competitions because they are the future
innovators if their motivation meets the opportunities to collaborate and
build their project.

Most startups in this report could belong in 2 or more categories, and
this is natural since healthcare innovation has to provide value to all
stakeholders. We chose however the category that we see the most
relevant, and we are open to update it if the business changes.

We remain optimistic about the outlook of the sector in Romania for a
number of reasons. Covid-19 impact in the healthcare system is still not
finished, and the crisis will push decision-makers to consider alternative
solutions. Support provided by FreshBlood and by the rest of the
ecosystem will strengthen, with more universities and healthcare
providers seeing the opportunities to get involved. More money will be
available in the ecosystem due to the angel investors and government
support programs like Innotech Student. And last but not least the
startups that mature will show that it is possible to build a project in
Romania and to expand it internationally

Let's see what the future will bring in a year!
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Foreign Startups with Romanian Founders
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atlas.app is the largest therapy, parenting and personal development platform in Romania. They have over 200 specialists in
one safe place and the customers can meet them online at Atlas, or directly at their office.

help@atlas.app 

Dahna is a diet application that helps you keep your heart healthy every day and reduces the risk of cardiovascular
disease created with the expertise of cardiologists and advised by a nutritionist. 

office@dahnapp.com      

I’m Fine is a mobile app that enables you to learn more about your condition, offers solutions personalized for your
problems and connects you to the appropriate specialist when you feel ready to take that step. It uses a chatbot, Big Data
and AI to achieve these and help you get over tough times in your life.

imfineapp@gmail.com          

.lumen manufactures a pair of glasses which help the visually impaired navigate. Using advanced robotics technology,

.lumen understands the environment around its user similar to how humans understand sight. Then, it processes the data
internally and lastly it represents the information using sound and haptics. Using it, blind individuals can navigate, identify
objects and live a more independent life.

contact@dotlumen.com            

Medic Chat is an app and platform that allows anyone to easily get health advice from top doctors.

contact@medic.chat           
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Showcased Startups
This report reviews the Romanian startup ecosystem and brings out the most promising ones in 2021 based on criteria such as their success stories, funding they
have received, national/international visibility, and scalability.
(*these criteria were chosen by FreshBlood HealthTech team)
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MedicAi is a collaborative online imaging platform that enables better sharing and communication between patients, doctors
& clinics.

support@medicai.io          
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MediNav is a software company that focuses on delivering cutting edge technology to hospitals and private practices in order
to support them during their consultations and reducing the time spent on filling forms.

hello@medinav.eu             

NutritIO is a one-stop nutrition app for dietitians, nutritionists, doctors or fitness trainers who are doing nutrition, providing
the technology for them to easily deliver personalized nutrition, adjust diet plans in real time and stay connected to each of
their patients.

contact@nutritioapp.com                  

OncoChain aims to improve the quality of medical care for oncologic patients by creating a framework to facilitate the
provision of patient-centered health services. 

info@oncochain.com          

re.flex develops motion tracking sensors that enable  patients to finish their last stage of the physical rehabilitation at home.

hello@reflex.help                

Recomedica is a healthcare service which helps patients share their medical history or problem fast to the “Best Match
Doctors” in order to receive the best medical decision.

contact@recomedica.com

SanoPass is an online platform which connects, digitizes and customizes the health benefits offered by companies to
their employees.

office@sanopass.ro           
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Synaptiq.io creates software solutions based on AI for improving medical services. 

office@synaptiq.io

Telios brings your business immediate and direct access to experienced doctors and other healthcare professionals.
Employees save time by avoiding the issues prevalent with accessing traditional medical care, some of which are,
synchronizing appointments with their schedules, wasting time in traffic and waiting room delays

contact@telios.ro               

TULLY is a wearable device helping children learn how to control themselves and cope with emotional flares and diminished
attention problems. 

marius@mytully.com

Voxi Kids app is a bridge between education and health, that enables children to complete an interactive language
game based on speech therapy exercises. It is an innovative and accessible product that can be used by qualified
professionals for support during speech therapy sessions, but also by parents who wish to help their children improve
at home. 

sales@voxikids.com             

Wello is an artificial intelligence platform in nutrition for overweight kids, who can change the way families understand
and relate to their health. 

 hello@wello.ai              

XVision uses AI to help radiologists become better at their everyday tasks. The startup uses AI algorithms to interpret
X-ray images and indicates the possibility that an anomaly is present. 

contact@mindfullytech.com           
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Romanian Startups Fundraising in 2020-2021

* the information gathered is based on the public information and sources we have access to, but there could be other funding we didn't find or wasn't made public
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~€0.9M & €9M
12 grants

EIT Health 
Public Grants

& 
.lumen's grant from the

European Innovation
Council Accelerator

~€8M
26 rounds

Venture capital
funding and

angel investment

~€53.7M
4 rounds

Venture capital
invested in

foreign startups
with Romanian

founders
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Our services
Acceleration programs - helping various organisations innovate and collaborate with startups by creating acceleration programs from
scratch, based on the strategic objectives and business needs (program design, promotion, management and working with startups)

Startup Scouting - helping venture capital funds, accelerators, companies, conferences or other organisations to find startups which fit
their needs and criteria in the Romanian startup ecosystem (1000+ startups).

Corporate innovation support - working with companies to understand a business case or problem which can be solved by using or
building a new software product to satisfy the demand, either used internally or as a standalone company.

Workshops and courses  - on various startup-related topics like idea validation, market research, prototyping, product management, go-to-
market, business development, pitching and obtaining financing.

Business development - support startups in the business development activities: strategic partnerships, sales processes. help with the go-
to-market strategy and client acquisition.

Organizing startup events useful for the ecosystem stakeholders: like conferences, meetups, investor-startups matching sessions, pitching
events, competitions or other formats which can serve the targeted audience.

Ecosystem overview - we provide startup ecosystems overviews, through reports tailored on specific topics and needs; through analysis on
technology trends and investment opportunities. We monitor and inform on overall status of the startup ecosystem with monthly reports on
important news, conferences, events, programs evolution, investments announced.

Support in technology transfer - we understand technologies and we can work together with researchers and developers with aim of
understanding how a technology can be brought to the market and build a business on top of that.

Fundraising support - working closely with startups in the fundraising process: understanding the business case, financial needs,
investment deck, support in contacting investors.
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selected healthcare professionals
investors and business mentors
various opportunities that appear on our radar

With the occasion of the report, we are launching a (first) virtual (than physical) HealthTech Hub, for Healthcare Startups Founders
and interested stakeholders from Romania/Moldova then Eastern Europe in which the founders can have access to: 
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HealthTech Virtual Hub

Startup
 founders

Mentors and
investors

Healthcare 
professionals
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If you are interested to join this hub, please fill in the following form: https://bit.ly/3ImBrI2

https://bit.ly/3ImBrI2


Project Manager
@FreshBlood

Florina Truță
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People behind this report

Managing Partner Board
Member
@Activize and @FreshBlood

Mircea Vădan
Director of Innovation
@FreshBlood

Dr. Ion-Gheorghe Petrovai

Project Manager
@FreshBlood

Adriana Dunca
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Operations Manager
@Activize and @FreshBlood

Denisa Lazurca

Marketing & Ecosystem Research
@Activize

Andrea Erdő
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EIT Health is one of the biggest European public-private
partnerships in the field of healthcare innovation.
 
EIT Health’s role is to build an ecosystem that enables the
development of healthcare for the future so that European
citizens can live longer and healthier lives.

EIT Health upgrades the skills of healthcare professionals
throughout Europe, investing in Europe’s best talents, 
and facilitates the commercialisation of innovative health
products/solutions within the EU. 

It is supported by the European Institute of Innovation 
and Technology (EIT), a body of the European Union.

www.eithealth.com

EIT Health 
in numbers

489 300 200+ 23

start-ups received 
EIT Health support

in 2020

new jobs created
for European citizens

in 2020

innovative healthcare
solutions from Central,
Eastern and Southern
Europe fast-tracked

in 2020

EIT Health solutions
launched to the market

in 2020



THANK YOU!
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